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1 Introduction

Distillation is the most common unit operation in the chemical industry and understanding its behavior has
been a defining characteristic of a good chemical engineer. Yet, distillation research has repeatedly been
proclaimed to be a dead area, and some universities have even considered to stop teaching the basics of
McCabe-Thiele diagrams. However, there has been renewed interest the last years, especially since distil-
lation columns has become a favorite subject in the process systems engineering field, including the areas of
process synthesis, process dynamics and process control. The reason is that distillation columns are them-
selves a system; a distillation columns may be viewed as a set of integrated, mostly cascaded, flash tanks.
However, this integration gives rise to a complex and non-intuitive behavior, and it is difficult to understand
the system (the column) based on the knowledge about the behavior of the individualpieces (the flash tanks).

In this paper I want to present, in a simple manner, some of the important issues for understanding the
dynamics, operation and control of distillationcolumns, includingsome useful tools for controllabilityanal-
ysis in the frequency domain. The goal is to develop insight and intuition. It is hoped that, when the reader
has understood the essentials, then the details can easily be obtained from the literature.

Five years ago, I wrote a quite detailed literature survey on distillationdynamics and control (Skogestad,
1992), concentrating on the the period 1985-1991, and I had the ambition to update that survey, but I have
not had the capacity to keep up with my ambition. In any case, the 1992 survey paper was in 1997 reprinted
in the Norwegian journal Modeling, Identification and Control, so it should be easily available. The reader
should consult it for more detailed and appropriate references.

However, I would like to mention at least a few of the important books. In terms of design and steady-
state behavior there are many books, but let me here only mention King (1971) which gives a comprehensive
and insightful treatment. In terms of distillation dynamics and control, the book by Rademaker et al. (1975)
contains a lot of excellent material, but the exposition is rather lengthy and hard to follow. Furthermore,
since most of the work was completed around 1959, the book is somewhat outdated. It includes a good
treatment of the detailed material and energy balances for each tray, including the flow dynamics, but dis-
cusses only briefly the overall response of the column. The discussion on control configuration selection
is interesting, but somewhat outdated. The books by Shinskey (1977, 1984) on distillation control contain
many excellent practical recommendations which reflect the authors vast experience in the field. There is
a detailed treatment on the issue of composition control and various configuration alternatives. However,
the explanations are often lacking or difficult to follow. Buckley et al. (1985) give a detailed discussion of
the design of level and pressure control systems, but the issue of composition control (configuration selec-
tion) is only briefly discussed. There is a lot of good material in the book based on the extensive experience
of Page Buckley, but it could be argued that the book was published about 20 years too late. The book by

1E-mail: skoge@chembio.ntnu.no, Phone: +47-73594154, Fax: +47-73594080, http://www.chembio.ntnu.no/users/skoge.
This paper is a plenary presentation from the Distillation and Absorbtion 1997 conference Maastricht, The Netherlands, 8-10
September 1997. The paper is published in Trans. IChemE, Vol. 75, Part A, Sept. 1997.
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Figure 1: Typical simple distillation column controlled with LV -configuration.

Kister (1990) concentrates on distillation operation, and has a wealth of practical recommendations. The
book has a good discussion on one-point composition control, level- and pressure control, and on location
of temperature sensors. Finally, Luyben (1992) has edited a book with many good contributions from the
most well-known authors in the field of distillation dynamics and control. However, being a collection of
stand-alone papers, it is not really suitable as an introductory text.

Table 1: Notation

F - Feed rate [kmol/min]
zF - feed composition [mole fraction]
qF - fraction of liquid in feed (1 in all examples shown)

D and B - distillate (top) and bottoms product flowrate [kmol/min]
xD and xB - distillate and bottom product composition (usually of light component) [mole fraction]

L = LT = LNtot
- reflux flow [kmol/min]

V = VB = V1 - boilup flow [kmol/min]
N - no. of theoretical stages including reboiler

Ntot = N + 1 - total number of stages (including total condenser)
i - stage no. (1=bottom. NF - feed stage)

Li and Vi - liquid and vapor flow from stage i [kmol/min]
xi and yi - liquid and vapor composition on stage i (usually of light component) [mole fraction]

Mi - liquid holdup on stage i [kmol] (MB - reboiler, MD - condenser holdup)
MI - total liquid holdup on inside column [kmol]
� - relative volatility between light and heavy component
�L - time constant for liquid flow dynamics on each stage [min]

�L = (N � 1)�L - time “delay” for change in reflux to reach reboiler [min]
� - constant for effect of vapor flow on liquid flow (”K2-effect”)

A typical two-product distillation column is shown in Figure 1. The most important notation is sum-
marized in Table 1 and the column data for the examples are given in Table 2. We use index i to denote the
stage number, and we number the stages from the bottom (i = 1) to the top (i = Ntot) of the column. Index
B denotes bottom product andD distillate product. We use index j to denote the components; j = L refers
to the light component, and j = H to the heavy component. Often there is no component index, then this
usually refers to the light component.
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Table 2: Column Data�

N Ntot NF F zF qF � D L V xD xB Mi �L
Column A 40 41 21 1 0:5 1 1:5 0:5 2:706 3:206 0:99 0:01 0:5 0:063

3-stage column 2 3 2 1 0:5 1 10 0:5 3:05 3:55 0:9 0:1 1:0 0

� For both columns � = 0. The nominal liquid holdup Mi on all Ntot stages is assumed to be the same (including the reboiler
and condenser); in practice the reboiler and condenser holdups,MD and MB , are usually much larger.

2 Fundamentals of steady-state behavior

The basis for understanding the dynamic and control properties of distillation columns, is to have a good
appreciation of its steady-state behavior.

It is established that the steady-state behavior of most real distillation columns, both trayed and packed
columns, can be modeled well using a staged equilibrium model. 2 The critical factor is usually to obtain a
good description of the vapor-liquid equilibrium. For an existing column, one usually adjusts the number of
theoretical stages in each section to match the observed product purities and temperature profile. Tray effi-
ciencies are sometimes used, especially if the number of theoretical stages is small, and we cannot achieve
good agreement with an integer number.

To describe the degree of separation between two components in a column or in a column section, we
introduce the separation factor

S =
(xL=xH)top
(xL=xH)btm

(1)

where here L denotes light component, H heavy component, top denotes the top of the section, and btm
the bottom. We will present short-cut formulas for estimating S below.

In this paper, we want to develop insight into the typical behavior of distillation columns. For this rea-
sons we will make two simplifying assumptions.

1. Constant relative volatility. In this case the vapor-liquid equilibrium between any two components
is given by

� =
yL=xL
yH=xH

=
yL=yH
xL=xH

(2)

where � is independent of composition (and usually also of pressure). This assumption holds well
for the separation of similar components, for example, for alcohols or for hydrocarbons. Obviously,
this assumption does not hold for non-ideal mixtures such as azeotropes. For a binary mixture (2)
yields

� =
y=(1� y)

x=(1� x)
) y =

�x

1 + (�� 1)x
(3)

2. Constant molar flows. In this case the molar flows of liquid and vapor along the column do not change
from one stage to the next, that is, if there is no feed or product removal between stages i and i+ 1,
then at steady-state

Li = Li+1; Vi = Vi+1 (4)

Again, this assumption usually holds well for similar components if their heats of vaporization do not
differ too much.

We will also assume in most cases that the feed mixture is binary, although many of the expressions
apply to multicomponent mixtures if we consider a pseudo-binary mixture between the two key components
to be separated.

2There are exceptions, especially if chemical reactions taking place; for more details see e.g. the work of Taylor et al. (1992,
1994) on nonequilibrium models.
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Estimating the relative volatility. For an ideal mixture where Raoults law applies, we can estimate the
relative volatility from the boiling point difference. We have 3

ln � � �Hvap

RTB

�TB
TB

(5)

where �TB = TBH � TBL is boiling point difference, TB =
p
TBLTBH is the geometric average boil-

ing temperature, and �Hvap is the heat of vaporization which is assumed constant. The factor �Hvap

RTB
is

typically about 13.
For example, for methanol (L) - n-propanol (H), we have TBL = 337:8 K, TBH = 370:4 K, and the heats of vaporization

at their boilings points are 35.3 kJ/mol and 41.8 kJ/mol, respectively. We use �Hvap =
p
35:3 � 41:8 = 38:4 kJ/mol, TB =p

337:8 � 370:4 = 353:7 K and �TB = 32:6 K. This gives �Hvap

RTB
= 13:1 and we find � � 3:33, which is a bit lower than the

experimental value because the mixture is not quite ideal.

As an another example, consider a mixture with � =1.5 and TB = 350K . Then (5), with �Hvap

RTB
� 13, gives �TB � 10:7

K, which will be the temperature difference across the column if we separate a binary mixture into its pure components (neglecting

the pressure drop).

2.1 Column design

To increase the separation (factor) we can either increase the number of stages in the column or we can
increase the energy usage (i.e. the reflux). To quantify this trade-off, we usually consider the two extreme
cases of (i) infinite reflux, which gives the minimum number of stages (Nmin), and (ii) infinite number of
stages, which gives the minimum energy usage (Qmin = Vmin ��Hvap). Typically, we select the mumber
of theoretical stages N in the column as N = 2Nmin, which gives a corresponding boilup rate V of about
1:2Vmin. From the expressions for Nmin and Vmin, given in equations (8) and (11)-(12), we see that the
most important parameter is the relative volatility �. For example, as � is decreased from 2 to 1:1, we find
that the required number of stagesN increases by a factor of about 7, and the energy usage (i.e. V ) increases
by a factor of about 10. In practice, distillation becomes uneconomical for mixtures with � less than about
1:1, corresponding to a boiling point difference of less than about 2 K.

2.1.1 Minimum number of stages (infinite reflux)

With infinite internal flows, Li and Vi, a material balance across any part of the column gives Vi = Li+1,
and similarly a material balance for any component gives Viyi = Li+1xi+1. Thus, yi = xi+1, and with
constant relative volatility we have

� =
yL;i=yH;i

xL;i=xH;i
=
xL;i+1=xH;i+1

xL;i=xH;i
(6)

For a column or column section with N stages, repeated use of (6) gives Fenske’s formula for the overall
separation factor

S =
(xL=xH)top
(xL=xH)btm

= �N (7)

For a column with a given separation, this yields Fenske’s formula for the minimum number of stages

Nmin = ln S= ln� (8)

Note that a high-purity separation (S is large) requires a large number of stages, although the increase is
only proportional to the logarithm of separation factor. Expressions (7) and (8) do not assume constant
molar flows and apply to the separation between any two components with constant relative volatility.

3Raoults law gives yj=xj = psatj =p and we have � = yL=xL
yH=xH

= psatL =psatH where psatL (T ) and =psatH (T )

are evaluated at the same temperature T . From The Clausius-Claperyon equation we have that psatL (TBH ) =

psatL (TBL) exp
�
��Hvap

R
( 1

TBH
� 1

TBL

�
. Then � = psatL (TBH)=p

sat
H (TBH) and using psatL (TBL) = psatH (TBH ) = 1

atm, we derive (5).
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2.1.2 Minimum energy usage (infinite no. of stages)

With an infinite number of stages, we can reduce the reflux (i.e. the energy consumption) until a pinch zone
occurs somewhere inside the column. For a binary separation this will usually occur at the feed stage (where
the material balance line and the equilibrium line will meet), and we can easily derive an expression for the
minimum reflux. For saturated liquid feed (e.g. King, 1971, p. 447):

Lmin =
�DL � �DH�

�� 1
F (9)

where �DL = DxD;L=FzF;L is the recovery fraction of light component, and �DH of heavy component,
both in the distillate. The result depends relatively weakly on the product purity, and for sharp separations
(�DL = 1; �DH = 0) we get Lmin = F=(� � 1). Actually, (9) applies without stipulating constant molar
flows or constant�, but thenLmin is the liquid flow entering the feed stage from above, and � is the relative
volatility at feed conditions. A similar expression, but in terms of Vmin entering the feed stage from below,
applies for a saturated vapor feed (King, 1971):

Vmin =
�BH � �BL�

�� 1
F (10)

where �B is the recovery in the bottom product. For sharp separations with �BH = 1 and �BL = 0 we get
Vmin = F=(� � 1). In summary, for a binary mixture with constant molar flows and constant relative
volatility, the minimum boilup Vmin for sharp separations is:

Feed liquid : Vmin =
1

�� 1
F +D (11)

Feed vapor : Vmin =
1

�� 1
F (12)

Note that Vmin is independent of the product purity for sharp separations. From this we establish one of
the key properties of distillation: We can achieve any product purity (even ”infinite separation factor”) with
finite energy (as long as the boilup V is higher than Vmin) by increasing the number of stages.4

The expressions in (9)-(12) also apply to multicomponent mixtures if the non-key components lie be-
tween the key components (L and H) in boiling point, and distribute to both products in the “preferred”
way with respect to minimum boilup. The reason is that the pinch then occurs at the feed stage. In general,
the values computed by the above equations give a (conservative) upper bound when applied directly to
multicomponent mixtures (King, 1971, p. 452).

2.1.3 Finite number of stages and finite reflux

Fenske’s formula S = �N applies to infinite reflux. At an earlier Distillation and Absorbtion symposium in
Brighton in 1987, we proposed a nice generalization to the case with finite reflux (Skogestad and Morari,
1987a) 5

S = �N
(L=V )NT

T

(L=V )NB
B

(13)

Here NT is the number of stages in the top section and NB in the bottom section, and

LB = LT + qFF ; VT = VB + (1� qF )F (14)

4Obviously, this statement does not apply to azeotropic mixtures (for which � = 1 for some composition), but we can get
arbitrary close to the azeotropic composition, and useful results may be obtained in some cases by treating the azeotrope as a
pseudo-component and using � for this pseudo-separation.

5The paper with the derivation and discussion of (13) appeared in my Ph.D. thesis in 1987, but was otherwise unpublished,
but it is now available as an internal report over the internet (Skogestad and Morari, 1987b). A simple way to derive (13) is by
repeated use of (68) and (69).
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where qF is the fraction of liquid in the feed. The main assumptions behind (13) is that we have constant
relative volatility, constant molar flows, that there is no pinch zone around the feed, and that the feed is
optimally located. It should be stressed that even when these assumptions hold, (13) is only an approxima-
tion. The shortcut formula (13) is somewhat misleading since it suggests that the separation may always be
improved by transferring stages from the bottom to the top section if (L=V )T > (V=L)B. This is not gen-
erally true and also violates the assumption of having the feed is optimally located, so to avoid this problem
we may follow Jafarey et al. (1979) and choose NT � NB � N=2, to derive

S = �N
�
(L=V )T
(L=V )B

�N=2
(15)

The shortcut formulas in (13) and (15) are very similar to expressions given by Jafarey et al. (1979) which
have been adopted by Shinskey (1984). They give similar results, but (13) and (15) are esthetically much
nicer and easier to remember.

Formulas (13) and (15) give the correct limiting value S = �N , for infinite reflux, but at finite reflux
they usually overestimate the value of S (at least for cases where the feed stage is optimal). For example,
(15) says that the minimum reflux ( corresponding to N = 1) is obtained with �2 (L=V )T(L=V )B

= 1, and for a

liquid feed we derive Lmin = F=(�2 � 1), which is smaller than the correct value of Lmin = F=(�� 1)
in (9) for a sharp separation. The fact that (13) and (15) are poor close to minimum reflux is not surprising,
since we then have a pinch zone around the feed stage.

The short-cut formula (15) has proven itself useful for estimating the number of stages for use in column
design, and also for estimating the effect of changes in internal flows in column operation (Skogestad and
Morari, 1987ab). However, for us the main value of (15) is the insight it provides. First we see, as already
stated, that the best way to increase S is to increase the number of stages. Second, during operation where
N is fixed, (15) provides us with the important insight that the separation factor S is increased by increasing
the internal flows (L and V ), thereby making L=V closer to 1.

The separation factor also depends on the external flows (D andB), but in practice only small variations
in these flows are allowed (since we must keepD=F close to zF to achieve high purity; see below) and thus
we can, for most practical purposes, assume that S remains constant when we change the external flows.
Shinskey (1967, 1977, 1984) has used this insight to derive several useful results.

2.2 Logarithmic compositions

Distillation columns are known to be strongly nonlinear, that is, the effect of changes depends strongly on
the magnitude of the change and on the operating point. The primary reason for this is the nonlinear VLE,
e.g. see (3).

However, it turns out that the behavior, both at steady-state and especially dynamically, is much less
dependent on operating point if we instead consider the logarithmic composition defined as the logarithm
between the ratio of the key components,

X = ln(xL=xH) (16)

Similarly, if we have a temperature measurement T , we may use the logarithmic temperature defined as
(Mejdell and Skogestad, 1991)

T log = ln
TH;ref � T

T � TL;ref
(17)

where TL;ref is the boiling point of light component (or some reference temperature near the top), and TH;ref

is the boiling point of the heavy component (or some reference temperature near the bottom). Usually we
have X � T log.

Note that Fenske’s formula (7) for total reflux in a column or column section, becomes in terms of log-
arithmic compositions

Xtop �Xbtm = N ln� (18)
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That is, the logarithmic composition increases approximately linearly with the number of stages.6 This is
illustrated in Figure 2, which shows composition profiles for column A. We note that the profile in terms of
logarithmic compositions (right plot) is close to linear, especially near the column ends.
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Figure 2: Composition profiles for column A. Right: Logarithmic compositions.
(Change in external flows: �L = ��D = 0:02 with �V = 0; Change in internal flows: �L = �V = 1)

Another reason for using logarithmic composition is that it approximately gives the change divided by
the impurity concentration (the “relative” change), which usually is more reasonable to consider from a
practical point of view. To see this, note that, if the sum of key components is constant i.e. dxL = �dxH
(e.g. for a binary mixture), then a differentiation of (16) gives

dX =
xL + xH
xLxH

dxL (19)

Thus, for sharp separations of a binary mixture, we get for the logarithmic product compositions

dXD � dxD;L

xD;H
; dXB � dxB;L

xB;L
(20)

2.3 Internal and external flows

We are now ready to discuss one of the key aspects of distillation operation and control; namely the differ-
ence between internal and external flows.

Consider first the following simple example, which illustrates that changes in external flows (D=F and
B=F ) usually have large effects on the compositions.

Example. Consider a column with zF=0.5, xD = 0:99, xB = 0:01 (all these refer to the mole fraction of light
component) andD=F = B=F = 0:5. To simplify the discussion setF = 1 [kmol/min]. Now consider a 20% increase
in the distillateD from 0.50 to 0.6 [kmol/min]. This will have a drastic effect on composition. Since the total amount
of light component available in the feed is zFF = 0:5 [kmol/min], at least 0.1 [kmol/min] of the distillate must now
be heavy component, so the amount mole faction of light component is now at best 0.5/0.6 = 0.833. In other words,
the amount of heavy component in the distillate will increase at least by a factor of 16.7 (from 1% to 16.7%).

Thus, we generally have that a change in external flows (D=F and B=F ) has a large effect on compo-
sition, at least for sharp splits, because any significant deviation in D=F from zF implies large changes in
composition.

On the other hand, the effect of changes in the internal flows are much smaller. For example, for column
A the steady-state effect on product compositions, xD and xB, of a small increase in external flows (e.g.
�L = ��D = 0:001) is about 100 times larger than the effect of corresponding change in the the internal

6Actually, a plot of Xi as a function of the stage location i is frequently used in design to pinpoint a poorly located feed for
multicomponent separations; we want this plot to be as straight as possible, also around the feed point.
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flows (e.g. �L = �V = 0:001 withD constant). In general, the ratio between the effect of small changes
in the external and internal flows is large if the “impurity sum” Is = BxB(1�xB)+DxD(1�xD) is small
(see (92) in Appendix), and such columns then have a large condition number for the gain matrix (they are
“ill-conditioned”).

To further illustrate the difference between changes in external and internal flows, consider the compo-
sition stage profiles in Figure 2, where the solid line is for the nominal operating point. The result of a 4%
decrease in the distillate flow (�L = ��D = 0:02 with V constant) is shown by the dashed-dot curve.
We see that the effect of this change in external flows is to move the entire stage composition profile, so
that the column now contains a lot more light component. This results in a less pure bottom product (with
more light component) and a purer top product (with more light component). On the other hand, a 50 times
larger increase in the internal flows (�L = �V = 1 withD constant; the dashed line) has a smaller effect.
It changes the slope of the curve and makes both products purer. In this case, light component is shifted
internally from the bottom to the top part of the column, but the overall amount of light component inside
the column remains almost unchanged.

In any case, the conclusion is that changes in external flows have large effects on the compositions, and
makes one product purer and the other less pure. The opposite is true for changes in the internal flows. There
are also fundamental differences between external and internal flow changes when it comes to the dynamic
response; the external flow changes are associated with the “slow” dominant time constant of the column,
whereas the dynamic effect of internal flow changes may be significantly faster. This may be explained
by the fact that we need to change the overall holdups of each component in the column when we make
changes in the external flows, and this takes time.

2.4 Configurations and the gain matrix

From a control point of view, a two-product distillation column with a given feed, has five degrees of free-
dom (five flows which can be adjusted; L, V , VT , D and B). At steady state, the assumption of constant
pressure and perfect level control in the condenser and reboiler, reduces the number of degrees of freedom
to two. These two degrees of freedom can then be used to control the two product compositions,xD and
xB (or some other indicator of the composition, like the tray temperature).

The effect of small changes in the two remaining degrees of freedom can be obtained by linearizing the
model. For example, with the “LV -configuration” we haveL and V as the degrees of freedom (independent
variables), and we can write at steady-state7

dxD = g11dL+ g12dV (21)

dxB = g21dL+ g22dV (22)

where g11 = (@xD=@L)V represents the effect (the steady-state gain) of a small change in L on xD with
V constant, etc. In matrix form we write�

dxD
dxB

�
= GLV

�
dL

dV

�
; GLV =

�
g11 g12
g21 g22

�
(23)

Similarly, for the DV -configuration, with D and V as independent variables (in operation, we would need
to change the condenser level control in Figure 1 from using D to usingL), we have�

dxD
dxB

�
= GDV

�
dD
dV

�
(24)

In fact, there are infinitely many combinations of the five ”original” flows which could be used as indepen-
dent variables, and in particular, ratios are frequently used. In particular, the double ratio configuration with
L=D and V=B as independent variables,�

dxD
dxB

�
= G(L=D)(V=B)

�
dL=D
dV=B

�
(25)

7This model is on differential form, i.e. in terms of deviation variables. To simplify notation we often replace dxD by simply
xD, etc., and write (21) as xD = g11L+ g12V , etc.
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has many attractive features. As mentioned, the steady-state gains in any of these models can be easily
obtained by linearizing a model of the column, for example, we can use the simplified separation factor
model in (15), see e.g. the gain expressions in (88) - (90). However, usually we prefer to linearize the
equations of the exact nonlinear model, as this also gives easily a dynamic model; see sections 3 and 4.

The control properties of the various configurations may be drastically different, and this is exemplified
by studying the the steady-state two-way interactions, as expressed by the relative gain array (RGA). The
relative gain �ij expresses how the gain gij changes as we close the other loop(s). For example, consider
the effect of a change in L on xD with the LV -configuration. With no control V is constant (dV = 0), and
the effect is dxD = g11dL; see (21). Now assume that we introduce feedback control in the other loop, i.e.
we adjust V to keep xB constant. From (22) with dxB = 0 this is achieved with dV = �(g21=g22)dL.
This change in V also affects xD, so substitute it into (21) to get dx̂D = (g11 � g12(g21=g22))dL. Thus,
the corresponding relative gain is

�11 =
dxD
dx̂D

=
g11

g11 � g12(g21=g22)
(26)

Similar expression apply to the other relative gains. In fact, the rows and the columns in the RGA always
sum to 1, so we have that the RGA-matrix is

� =

�
�11 �12
�21 �22

�
=

�
�11 1� �11

1� �11 �11

�
(27)

Generally, we prefer to “pair on” RGA-elements close to 1. For example, if we intend to use L to control
xD, then we would like that the effect of L on xD does not depend on the control of xB, that is, we would
like �11 close to 1. Large RGA-elements (say, larger than 10) generally imply serious control problems.8

Approximate steady-state gains for any configurations can be obtained from the simplified separation
factor model in (15). In fact, we can derive the following useful approximations for the steady-state RGA
for the three configurations mentioned above (set F=1 and assume feed liquid):

�11(G
LV ) � (2=N)L(L+ 1)

BxB +D(1� xD)
(28)

�11(G
DV ) � 1=

�
1 +

D(1� xD)

BxB

�
(Shinskey; 1967) (29)

�11(G
(L=D)(V=B)) � �11(G

LV )=

�
1 +

L

D
+
V

B

�
(30)

We find that the RGA-elements for theLV -configuration9 are always large for sharp separations where both
products are pure. On the other hand, for the DV-configuration the RGA-elements are always between 0
and 1; we see from (29) that �11 is close to 1 for columns with a pure bottom product and close to 0 for a
column with a pure top product. For the (L/D)(V/B)-configuration the RGA is reduced relative to the LV-
configuration when the internal flows are large, which is typically the case for close-boiling mixtures with
� close to 1.

Example. Column A. The exact steady-state gain matrices and corresponding RGA for the three con-
figurations mentioned above are10:

GLV =

�
0:8754 �0:8618
1:0846 �1:0982

�
�11 = 35:94 (31)

GDV =

��0:8754 0:01365
�1:0846 �0:01365

�
�11 = 0:45 (32)

G(L=D)(V=B) =

�
0:03754 �0:03072
0:03887 �0:04570

�
�11 = 3:29 (33)

8Note, we are here considering the RGA at steady-state, whereas it is really the RGA-value at the frequency corresponding to
the closed-loop response time which is important for control.

9The estimate of the RGA for the LV-configuration in (28) is half of the estimate of the condition number  given in (92).
10The outputs are in mole fractions units. Note that no scalingshave been applied as one would normally do for a control analysis.

9
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These RGA-values compare well with the approximations in (28), (29) and (30), which give RGA-values
of 50.1, 0.5 and 3.62, respectively.

The gain matrices given above are clearly related. For example, for the case of constant molar flows
we have at steady-state that dD = �dL+ dV , and it follows that

GDV =

��1 1
0 1

�
GLV (34)

However, if we do not assume constant molar flows and for the dynamic case, transformations such as (34)
get rather complicated. Therefore, instead of using transformations, it is recommended to start from an
“uncontrolled” dynamic model (5�5), and then close the appropriate level and pressure loops to derive the
model for the configuration under consideration.

Dynamics. We have here discussed the steady-state behavior, which is not by itself too important for
control. One good illustration is the DB-configuration,

�
dxD
dxB

�
= GDB(s)

�
dD
dB

�
(35)

with D and B as independent variables for composition control. At steady-state (at s = 0) we have D +
B = F , soD and B cannot be adjusted independently. This originally led most distillation experts to label
the DB-configuration as “impossible”. An analysis shows that at steady-state all elements in GDB(0) are
infinite and also its RGA-elements are infinite. Again, this indicates that control with the DB-configuration
is impossible. However, by considering the dynamics, one finds that control is in fact possible, because
D andB can be adjusted independently dynamically. Furthermore, the RGA approaches unity at relatively
low frequencies, especially for columns with large internal flows (Skogestad et al., 1990). This is discussed
in more detail later, e.g. see Figure 11.

3 A simple example (3-stage column)

Some important aspects of modeling, and in particular of the energy balance, are considered in the survey
paper by Skogestad (1992). Here, we want to illustrate, by way of a simple column with only three stages,
the fundamentals of dynamic modeling, simulation and linearization.

We assume binary separation, constant pressure and negligible vapor holdup, perfect control of levels
usingD andB (LV -configuration), constant molar flows (which replaces the energy balance), vapor-liquid
equilibrium on all stages, constant relative volatility for the VLE, and constant liquid holdup (i.e. neglect
flow dynamics). With these assumptions the only states are the mole fraction xi of light component on each
stage.

The column data are summarized in Table 2. The column separates a binary mixture with a relative
volatility � = 10, and has two theoretical stages (N = 2) plus a total condenser. Stage 3 is the total
condenser, the liquid feed enters on stage 2, and stage 1 is the reboiler. With these data the steady-state
column profile becomes

Stage i Li Vi xi yi

Condenser 3 3:05 0:9000
Feedstage 2 4:05 3:55 0:4737 0:9000
Reboiler 1 3:55 0:1000 0:5263

We now want to:

1. Formulate the dynamic equations for the composition response withL andV as independent variables
(LV -configuration).

2. Linearize the equations and write them on the form dx=dt = A�x+ B�u + E�d where �x;�u
and �d represent small deviations from the steady-state.

10



3. Obtain from the linearized model the steady-state gains.

4. Simulate the dynamic response and compare with the eigenvalues computed from the linear model.

1) The material balances for the light component on each stage are:

M3
dx3
dt

= V2y2 � L3x3 �Dx3 (condenser) (36)

M2
dx2
dt

= FzF + V1y1 + L3x3 � V2y2 � L2x2 (feed stage) (37)

M1
dx1
dt

= L2x2 � V1y1 � Bx1 (reboiler) (38)

where by definition V = V1 and L = L3. With the assumptions above the flow responses are decoupled
from the composition dynamics and we have at any given time:

V2 = V; L2 = L+ F; D = V � L; B = L+ F � V (39)

(the last two equations follow because D and B are used for perfect level control).
2) Linearizing the material balance for the condenser (stage 3) yields after a little work

M3
dx3
dt

= V (�y2 ��x3) + (y2 � x3)�V (40)

Here the last term is zero because y2 = x3 at steady-state for a total condenser. By linearizing the VLE on
each stage we have �yi=�xi = K 0

i, where for the case of constant relative volatilityK
0

i = �=(1 + (� �
1)xi)

2. The component balances for the other stages may be linearized in similar manner, and we obtain
the linear model

Mi
dx

dt
= A�x+ B�u+ E�f (41)

x =

0
@x3
x2
x1

1
A ; u =

�
L
V

�
; d =

�
F
zF

�
(42)

where

A =

0
@�V V K

0

2 0
L �(L+ F + V K

0

2) VK
0

1

0 L+ F �(BVK
0

1)

1
A =

0
@�3:550 1:282 0

3:050 �5:332 9:834
0 4:050 �10:334

1
A

B =

0
@ 0 0
x3 � x2 y1 � y2
x2 � x1 �(y1 � x1)

1
A =

0
@ 0 0
0:4263 �0:3737
0:3737 �0:4263

1
A

E =

0
@ 0 0
zF � x2 F
x2 � x1 0

1
A =

0
@ 0 0
0:0263 1
0:3737 0

1
A

The overall dynamic transfer matrix G(s) which gives the effect of L; V; F; zF on x3; x2; x1 is given by

G(s) = (sI � A)�1[B E] (43)

The eigenvalues of the state matrix A are �0:22, �4:26 and �14:7 [min�1]. Note that the inverse of the
smallest eigenvalue magnitude is 1=0:22 = 4:5 min.

Note that all the elements in the first row of B and E are all zero. This implies the changes in L; V; F
or zF have no immediate effect on top composition. The reason is of course that x3 = y2 at steady-state
because of the total condenser. However, as shown next, this does not mean that the steady-state effect is
zero, because there are interactions with the other stages.
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Figure 3: Composition response for 3-stage column
to change in feed composition

MATLAB call for 3-stage column:

x0 = [0.9; 0.4737; 0.1];
[t, x]= ode45(‘dist‘, 0, 25, x0, 1e-6, 1);

dist.m (MATLAB subroutine):

function yprime=dist(t,x);

a=10;
y(3)=x(3);
y(2)=a*x(2)/(1+(a-1)*x(2));
y(1)=a*x(1)/(1+(a-1)*x(1));

l3 = 3.05;
l2 = 4.05;
v2 = 3.55;
v1 = 3.55;
b = 0.5;
d = 0.5;
f=1;
zf=0.51; % Step in zF from 0:5 to 0:51

dx3dt = v2*y(2)-l3*x(3)-d*x(3);
dx2dt = f*zf+v1*y(1)+l3*x(3)-v2*y(2)-l2*x(2);
dx1dt = l2*x(2)-v1*y(1)-b*x(1);

yprime=[dx3dt;dx2dt;dx1dt];

3) Steady-state gains. The overall steady-state gain matrix (s = 0) for the effect of all independent
variables on all compositions (states) is

G = �A�1[B E] =

0
@ 0:750 �0:748 0:366 0:959

2:08 �2:07 1:01 2:65
0:850 �0:853 0:433 1:04

1
A (44)

Usually, we are only interested in the product compositions and we write�
dxD
dxB

�
= GLV

�
dL

dV

�
+ GLV

d

�
dF

dzF

�
(45)

GLV =

�
0:750 �0:748
0:850 �0:853

�
; GLV

d =

�
0:366 0:959
0:433 1:04

�
(46)

The RGA ofGLV is 163:5 (which compares well with the value 3:05 � 4:05=0:1 = 123:5 obtained from the
shortcut formula (28)). The column is thus expected to be difficult to control, which is rather surprising for
a column with such low purity. However, this is actually an unrealistic design with too few stages in the
column. If we increase the number of theoretical stages from 2 to 3, then L drops from 3:05 to 0:095, and
the RGA drops from 163:5 to 1:94.

4) Dynamic response. A nonlinear simulation of an increase of zF of 0:01, using the program MATLAB,
is shown in Figure 3. We note that the dominant time constant (time it takes for the compositions to reach
63% of their steady-state change) is about 4:5 min as expected from the smallest eigenvalue magnitude of
theA-matrix. We also note that the composition change inside the column is significantly larger than at the
columns ends. This is typical for a change which upsets the external material balances, and is actually the
primary reason for the large time constants which are often observed for distillation columns.

The model in this example did not include liquid flow dynamics, which generally are important if the
model is used for control studies. In the next example, we consider a more realistic column example (“col-
umn A”) where we also include liquid flow dynamics.

4 A more realistic example (Column A)

In this section we consider ”column A” studied by Skogestad and Morari (1988). Details about the model
and all the MATLAB files are available over the internet.

12



The following assumptions are used: Binary separation, constant pressure and negligible vapor holdup,
total condenser, constant molar flows, equilibrium on all stages with constant relative volatility, and lin-
earized liquid flow dynamics. These assumptions may seem restrictive, but they capture the main effects
important for dynamics and control (except possibly for the assumption about constant pressure).

4.1 The model

The model is given by the MATLAB code in Table 3. The states are the mole fractions of light component,
xi and the liquid holdup, Mi, - a total of 2Ntot states.

Note that we do not assume constant holdup on the stages, that is, we include liquid flow dynamics.
Specifically, we use the following linearized relationship (we may alternatively use Francis’ Weir formula
etc.):

Li = L0i + (Mi �M0i)=�L + (Vi�1 � V0;i�1)� (47)

where L0i [kmol/min] and M0i [kmol] are the nominal values for the liquid flow and holdup on stage i.
This means that it takes some time, about �L = (N � 1)�L = 39 � 0:063 = 2:46 [min] (see Figure 4),

from we change the liquid in the top of the column (LT ) until the liquid flow into the reboiler (LB) changes.
This is good for control as it means that the initial (”high-frequency”) response is decoupled. This means
that if we have sufficiently fast control, then we can avoid some of the strong interactions that exist at steady-
state between the compositions at the top and bottom of the column.
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Figure 4: Liquid flow dynamics for column A

The vapor flow into the stage may also effect the liquid holdup as given by the parameter � (sometimes
denoted the “K2-effect). A positive value of � may result if an increase in vapor flow gives more bubbles
and thus pushes liquid off the stage. For � > 1 we get an inverse response in the reboiler holdup MB in
response to an increase in boilup V , and we also get an inverse response in the bottom composition. This
makes it difficult to use V for single-loop control. For tray columns, �may also be negative if the increased
pressure drop caused by larger V results in a larger holdup in the downcomers. In general, it is difficult to
estimate � for tray columns. For packed columns � is usually close to zero. In all examples in this paper
we use � = 0.

4.2 Steady-state operating point

The steady-state data for column A are summarized in Table 2, and composition stage profiles are shown
in Figure 2. The steady-state gain matrices for the LV -, DV - and (L=D)(V=B)-configurations were given
in (31)-(33).
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Table 3: Part of MATLAB code of dynamic distillation model
% Vapor-liquid equilibria
i=1:NT-1; y(i)=alpha*x(i)./(1+(alpha-1)*x(i));

% Vapor Flows assuming constant molar flows
i=1:NT-1; V(i)=VB*ones(1,NT-1);
i=NF:NT-1; V(i)=V(i) + (1-qF)*F;

% Liquid flows assuming linearized tray hydraulics with time constant taul
% Also includes coefficient lambda for effect of vapor flow ("K2-effect").
i=2:NF; L(i) = L0b + (M(i)-M0(i))./taul + lambda.*(V(i-1)-V0);
i=NF+1:NT-1; L(i) = L0 + (M(i)-M0(i))./taul + lambda.*(V(i-1)-V0t);
L(NT)=LT;

% Time derivatives from material balances for
% 1) total holdup and 2) component holdup

% Column
i=2:NT-1;
dMdt(i) = L(i+1) - L(i) + V(i-1) - V(i);
dMxdt(i)= L(i+1).*x(i+1) - L(i).*x(i) + V(i-1).*y(i-1) - V(i).*y(i);

% Correction for feed at the feed stage
% The feed is assumed to be mixed into the feed stage
dMdt(NF) = dMdt(NF) + F;
dMxdt(NF)= dMxdt(NF) + F*zF;

% Reboiler (assumed to be an equilibrium stage)
dMdt(1) = L(2) - V(1) - B;
dMxdt(1)= L(2)*x(2) - V(1)*y(1) - B*x(1);

% Total condenser (no equilibrium stage)
dMdt(NT) = V(NT-1) - LT - D;
dMxdt(NT)= V(NT-1)*y(NT-1) - LT*x(NT) - D*x(NT);

% Compute the derivative for the mole fractions from d(Mx) = x dM + M dx
i=1:NT;
dxdt(i) = (dMxdt(i) - x(i).*dMdt(i) )./M(i);

% Output
xprime=[dxdt’;dMdt’];

4.3 Dynamic responses

We first consider the dynamic response using the LV -configuration, that is, with reflux L and boilup V as
independent variables for composition control, and with D and B adjusted to obtain tight level control, see
Figure 1. The responses are very similar to those of the uncontrolled “4�4 model”, which may be generated
using the MATLAB files available over the internet.

External flows

Small changes in the external flows have large effects on the product compositions. This is illustrated in
Figure 5 (upper curves) where we have increased the reflux L by 0.0027 (about 0.1%) with constant V ,
i.e., we have decreased D from 0.5 to 0.4973. At steady-state, xD increases from 0.99 to about 0.992 and
xB increases from 0.01 to about 0.0135. The response is rather sluggish with a time constant of about 194
minutes. Similarly, if we increase the boilup V by the the same amount, but now with constant L, i.e. we
increase D from 0.5 to 0.5027, then the effect on composition is almost the same, but in opposite direction
(see the lower part of the plot in Figure 5).

In fact, the same dynamic response with a long time constant of about 194 min, is observed for any
small change which upsets the the external material balances, including changes in F and zF .

Internal flows

Next, consider a change in the internal flows. More specifically, in Figure 6 we simultaneously increase
L and V by 0.27 (about 10%), such that D and B are kept constant (at least at steady-state). From the
simulation of the individual changes in Figure 5, we expect that the changes in L and V will counteract
each other, and this is confirmed by the the simulations in Figure 6. We observe from the plots that the
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Figure 6: Internal flows change: 10% simultaneous
increase in L and V with D constant.

effect on product compositions of a given change inL is now about 100 times smaller. This also agrees with
the steady-state gains given in (31). However, there are also two other differences: First, both products get
purer in this case, and, second, the dynamics are much faster.

To understand better the dynamic response to changes in internal flows, let us consider the case, admit-
tedly unrealistic, where we neglect the liquid flow dynamics. The corresponding response is given by the
dotted lines in Figure 6, and we see that it is close to first-order with a time constant of about 15 min. Note
that, in this case, the change in reflux flow LT immediately results in a corresponding change in liquid flow
entering the reboiler LB . Next, consider the actual response with liquid flow dynamics included (solid and
dashed lines in Figure 6), for which it takes some time (about 2:54 min) for the change in reflux to reach
the reboiler. During this time period the bottom part of the column only “feels” the change in boilup, so the
bottom composition xB drops very sharply, as for a change in the external flows. But, then the reflux flow
reaches the bottom, and this counteracts the increase in the boilup, and the bottom composition levels off.
In the top of the column, we see less of this behavior since we have assumed immediate response for the
vapor flow (which is reasonable).

4.4 Linearized model

The model may be linearized as illustrated above for the 3-stage column, but we here we used numerical
differentiation. To check the linearized model we compute the eigenvalues of theA-matrix, and we find that
the three eigenvalues furthest to the right are�0:00516,�0:0830 and�0:2851, and the corresponding time
constants (take the inverse) are 193.9 min, 12.0 min and 3.5 min. The slowest mode, with time constant 194
min, corresponds closely to the time constant observed for changes in external flows, and the second time
constant of 12 min corresponds closely to that observed for changes in internal flows when flow dynamics
are neglected11.

The main advantage with a linear model is that it is suitable for analysis (RGA, poles, zeros, CLDG,
etc.) and for controller synthesis. The above linear model has 82 states, but using model reduction the order
can easily be reduced to about 10 states or less without any noticable difference in the response.

11With constant molar flows, the flow dynamics are unaffected by the composition dynamics. Thus, the part of the A-matrix
belonging to the flow dynamics is only one-way coupled with the part belonging to the composition dynamics. It then follows that
the eigenvalues belonging to the composition dynamics are unaffected by the flow dynamics, and vica versa. However, there is
one-way coupling, so the composition response is affected by the liquid flow dynamics, as seen in Figure 6.
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4.5 Nonlinearity

For small changes, the nonlinear and linear models give the same response, but for large changes the dif-
ference is very large. One simple reason is that xi must always lie between 0 and 1, so, for example, when
we increase L the top composition xD can at most increase by 0.01 (from 0.99 to 1.0).

Consider the response in top compositionxD to increases inL, withV constant. In Figure 7 we compare
the linear response (dashed line) to the nonlinear responses for changes in L of 0.01%, 0.1%, 10% and 50%
(solid lines). To compare the responses on a equal basis we divide the change in the composition by the
magnitude of the change in L, i.e., the plot shows �xD(t)=�L. We show the responses for a simulation
time of 30 minutes, because this is about the interesting time scale for control. As expected, the response
is very nonlinear, and we observe that �xD(t)=�L is much smaller for large changes in the reflux.
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Figure 7: Nonlinear response in distillate composition for changes in L of 0.1%, 1%, 10% and 50%. Right
plot: Logarithmic composition

Next, consider the corresponding responses (right plot) in terms of logarithmic compositions, i.e., con-
sider �XD(t)=�L where XD(t) = ln(xD(t)=(1 � xD(t)). This is seen to have an amazing linearizing
effect on the initial response, as the responses for the first 10 minutes for changes inL from 0% to 50% are
almost indistinguishable. Obviously, this is an important advantage if a linear controller is to be used.

4.6 Effect of mass flows on response

Throughout this paper we make the implicit assumption that all flows,L; V;D;B etc., and all holdups are on
a molar basis, and this assumptions is implicit in most of the distillation literature. This is the most natural
choice from a modeling point of view. However, in a real column one can, at least for liquid streams, usually
only adjust the mass or volumetric flows. Therefore, the responses on a real column will differ from those
observed from simulations where molar flows are fixed. The reason is that a constant mass flow will result
in a change in the corresponding molar flow when the composition changes. Specifically, we consider here
the mass reflux Lw [kg/min]. We have

Lw = LM ; M = 35xD + 40(1� xD)

where M [kg/kmol] is the mole weight of the distillate, and we have assumed that the mole weight of the
light component is 35, whereas that of the heavy component is 40. From Figure 8 we see that the responses
to a decrease in zF from 0.50 to 0.495 are very different for the case with fixed molar reflux, L [kmol/min]
(solid lines), and with fixed mass reflux, Lw [kg=min] (dashed lines). In both cases the molar boilup V
[kmol/min] is kept constant.

The importance of using mass flows when studying real columns seems to have been appreciated only
recently (Jacobsen and Skogestad, 1991). In fact, the use of mass flows may even introduce multiple steady-
states and instability for columns with ideal VLE and constant molar flows. Jacobsen and Skogestad (1991)
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have derived exact conditions for local instability, and, for our example, they find that local instabilitywould
occur if the mole weight of light component was reduced from 35 to 28.1 kg/kmol12.

However, note that these effect are caused by composition changes, and therefore affect only the long-
term response. Therefore, the implications for practical control may not necessarily be too important.

4.7 Comparison of various control configurations

In this section we want to give some insights in the difference between various control configurations, more
specifically the LV , DV , LB, DB and (L=D)(V=B)-configurations. We will do this by considering the
effect of a feed flow disturbance, by discussing the effect of level control, and finally by plotting the dynamic
RGA.

4.7.1 Effect of change in feed rate

In Figure 9 we show the response in product composition to a 1% increase in feed rate F from 1 to 1.01
[kmol/min]. The solid line (“ no level control”) show the response for the uncontrolled column with all four
flows (L, V , D and B) constant. We compare this response to that with the four configurations assuming
tight (perfect) level control. However, no composition control is used, so for theLV -configuration we keep
L and V constant (in addition to constantMD andMB), for the (L=D)(V=B)-configuration we keep L=D
and V=B constant, etc..

LV -configuration. An increased feed rate goes down to the bottom of the column, and this results, thor-
ough the action of the bottom level controller, in a corresponding increase in the bottoms flow. As expected,
this upset in the external material balance a large effect on the product composition, and in particular the
bottom composition drifts quite far away (from 0.010 to about 0.017).

The LV -configuration (dotted lines) gives almost the same response as with no level control. This is
reasonable, since with no level control, the increase in F will simply accumulate in the reboiler, and this by
itself does not have a large effect on the compositions (at least not for xD, but we can notice that the change
in xB is slightly smaller when there is no level control). In general, the column composition response is
rather insensitive to actual holdups in the reboiler and condenser holdups, as long asL and V are adjusted
in the same manner. The implication is that theLV -configuration is rather insensitive to the tuning of the
level loops, which is one of the main advantages with the LV -configuration.

12The exact condition for local instability with the LWV configuration given in Jacobsen and Skogestad (1991) is that xD +
L(@xD=@L)V > MH=(MH �ML). In our case xD = 0:99, L = 2:706, (@xD=@L)V = 0:8754 and MH = 40, and we
find that instability occurs for ML < 28:1 kg/kmol. However, if we are in an operating point (or move towards one) where the
bottom product is much purer than the top product, then (@xD=@L)V approachesxD=D � 2, see (88), and instability may occur
for values of ML around 33 kg/kmol.
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Figure 9: Responses to a 1% increase in F for various configurations

DV -configuration. Also in this case, an increase in feed rate results in a corresponding increase in the
bottoms flow, and the response is therefore identical to that with the LV -configuration.

However, in general, the two configurations behave entirely different. For example, if we instead had
increased the vapor flow in the feed, then this would for theDV -configuration again result in a correspond-
ing increase inB (sinceD is kept constant), whereas it for theLV -configuration would results in an increase
in D. The resulting composition responses would be almost the opposites.

LB-configuration. In this case the increased feed rate results in an increase inD (after being send back
up the column by the action of the bottom level controller sinceB is constant), so, as expected, the response
is in the opposite direction of that for the LV -configuration.

DB-configuration. In this case D and B are constant, so the increased feed rate results in a ramp-like
increase in the internal liquid holdup and in the internal flows L and V (at t = 500 min V has increased
from 3.2 to about 5.1 kmol/min). The result is that both products get purer, as expected for an increase
in internal flows. Obviously, the DB-configuration cannot be left without adjusting D and B on a long-
term basis, because otherwise we would fill up or empty the column, but we see that it does not behave
completely unreasonable on a short-term basis. This is why it actually is a viable alternative if we use D
and B for composition feedback control.

(L=D)(V=B)-configuration. In this case the increased feed rate results in a proportional increase in all
streams in the column. This obviously the right thing to do (assuming that the efficiency, i.e. the number
of theoretical stages N , remains constant), so we find, as expected, that the product compositions remain
almost unchanged.

However, even though the (L=D)(V=B)-configuration has a “build-in” mechanism to handle a feed
rate increase, it may not behave particularly well for some other disturbances, such as for a disturbance in
the feed composition zF .

4.7.2 Effect of level control

The LV -configuration is almost independent of the level control tuning, but for the other configurations
the level control tuning is very important. This can be easily understood, since when the level control is
sufficiently slow, all configurations behave initially as the uncontrolled column with no level control (solid
line in the simulations), and then eventually, they will behave as shown in the plots where we have assumed
fast level control. Thus, if the response for a given configuration differs significantly from that with no level
control, then the response will be sensitive to the tuning of the level loop(s). In general, this will be the case
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for all configurations, except for the LV configuration. 13

Effect of level control for DV -configuration. We here illustrate that the DV -configuration is sensitive
to the tuning of the level loops. As an example, consider the effect on product compositions of an increase
in boilup V by 1%. With fast condenser level control, the increase in boilup goes up the column, but is
then returned back as reflux through the action of the condenser level controller (since D is constant), and
we have an increase in internal flows only. However, with a slow condenser level controller, there is no
immediate increase in reflux, so the initial response is almost as if we had send the boilup out the top of
the column, as for the LV -configuration. Thus, we expect a strong sensitivity to the level tuning. These
predictions are indeed confirmed by the simulations in Figure 10. Note in particular that with a slow con-
denser level controller, xD has an inverse response when we change V . This may not be too serious as we
probably do not intend to use V to control xD, but we also note that xB has a large overshoot, which may
make control difficult.
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Figure 10: Tuning of the condenser level controller has a strong effect on the “open-loop” response for the
DV -configuration. (Responses are for a 1% increase in V with condenser level controller �L = K�MD)

4.7.3 Frequency-dependent RGA

The frequency-response is easily evaluated from a linearized model, G(s) = C(sI � A)�1B + D with
s = j!, and from this we can compute the RGA for various configuration as a function of frequency.
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Figure 11: RGA as a function of frequency for four configurations

In Figure 11 the magnitude of the diagonal RGA-element is shown for four configurations. Note that

13Actually, we need not require that the level control itself is fast, but rather thatL and V change as if the level control was fast.
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the values at steady-state are consistent with those given in (28)-(30). In general, we want to RGA-elements
on which we pair on, to about 1 at frequencies corresponding to the closed-loop time constant, and we find
that the liquid flow dynamics cause the RGA to approach 1 at high frequencies for all configurations. In-
terestingly, the DB-configuration, which has infinite RGA-elements at steady-state (! = 0), approaches
1 at the lowest frequency of the four configurations. This is generally the case when both products are
high-purity (Skogestad et al., 1990). For theLV -configuration the RGA approaches 1 at frequencies above
1=�L = 1=2:46 = 0:41 [rad/min].

5 Understanding the dynamic behavior

The two examples (3-stage column and column A) have provided us with important insight into the dynamic
behavior of distillation columns. Here, we derive analytic expressions which quantify these observations
regarding the dominant time constant (�1) the internal flow time constant (�2) and the initial response.

5.1 Dominant time constant (external flows)

For the 3-stage column we observed a dominant time constant of about 4.5 min in response to a change in
feed composition zF . Similarly, for column A we observed a dominant time constant of about 194 minutes
for changes in feed rate F , feed composition zF , and to individual changes in relux L and boilup V .

We here derive an analytic expression for the dominant time constant, denoted �1. The approach is
to consider the total holdup of each component in the column and assume that all stages have the same
response. As we show below, this directly leads to a first order model, and the dominant time constant
can be estimated very accurately. According to Rademaker et al. (1975, p.280) this idea dates back to the
beginning of the century (Lord Raleigh) and seems to get rediscovered every few years.

Consider a column which initially (t � 0) is at steady state (subscript 0). At t = 0 a step change is
introduced to the column which eventually (t!1) moves the column to a new steady state (subscript f ).
The nature of this step change is not important as long as i) the new steady state is kown and ii) it leads
to a change in the total holdup in the column of one or more component. This includes most disturbances
and inputs except changes in the internal flows (simultaneous changes in L and V keeping product rates
constant).

Assumption 1. The flow dynamics are immediate, i.e., for t > 0 : Mi(t) = Mif ; D(t) = Df ; B(t) = Bf .

The assumption is reasonable when considering the composition dynamics, provided the flow response is
much faster than the composition response. Using Assumption 1 the overall material balance for any com-
ponent for t > 0 becomes:

d

dt
[
N+1X
i=1

Mifxi(t)] = FfzFf �DfxD(t)�BfxB(t) (48)

Subtracting the final steady state

0 = FfzFf �DfxDf � BfxBf (49)

yields
N+1X
i=1

Mif
d�xi(t)

dt
= �Df�xD(t)� Bf�xB(t) (50)

where � represents the deviation from the final steady-state, eg., �xD(t) = xD(t)� xDf , etc..

Assumption 2. All stages have the same dynamic responses, that is: �xi(t) = �xik(t); �xD(t) =
�xDk(t); �xB(t) = �xBk(t). (Here k(0) = 1 and �xi = �xi(0);�xD = �xD(0) and �xB =
�xB(0) denote the difference between the initial and final steady state.)
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This assumption is reasonable if the time constant for the internal mixing in the column, �xM , is much
shorter than the dominant time constant. Here

�xM =
MI

L+ V
; MI =

NX
i=2

Mi (51)

where MI is the total liquid holdup inside the column. �xM is approximately the time it takes for a compo-
sition change to travel from the top to bottom of the column. Assumption 2 and Eq.(50) yield

(
N+1X
i=1

Mif�xi)
dk(t)

dt
= (�Df�xD � Bf�xB)k(t) (52)

Solving (52) gives a linear first-order response

k(t) = e�t=�1 (53)

where the time constant �1 is:

�1 =

PN+1
i=1 Mif�xi

�Si
(54)

�Si is the supply imbalance

�Si = Df�xD +Bf�xB = �(Fzf )� xD0�D � xB0�B (55)

A simple interpretation of (54) is

�1 =
"change in holdup of one component" (kmol)

"imbalance in supply of this component" (kmol=min)

Comments on (54):
1. The column model was not linearized, and (54) applies to any finite change provided Assumptions

1 and 2 hold.
2. The time constant depends on the magnitude and “direction” (negative or positive change) of the

step change introduced. In general, we find that the time constant is long if the column approaches high
purity (with �xD and �xB small), and short if it approaches low purity. This implies that the dynamic re-
sponse may show and asymmetric behavior, where the dynamic response is different for positive and neg-
ative changes.

3. The expression for �1 applies to any component in a multicomponent mixture.
4. Eq. (54) applies to any change which changes the external material balance,i.e., which has �Si 6= 0.

Eq. (54) does not apply for changes in the internal flows (changing L and V while keeping D and B constant)
because the denominator �Si is zero in this case (see (55)).

5. To compute �1 according to (54) only a steady-state model of the column is needed, plus information
about the stage holdups..

6. One disadvantage of (54) is that the compositions on all stages are needed to compute �1. However,
Skogestad and Morari (1987c) have derived an analytical shortcut (sc) approximation, valid for high-purity
binary separations and small perturbations to the column, which requires much less data:

�1sc =
MI

ln S � Is +
MDxD(1� xD)

Is
+
MBxB(1� xB)

Is
(56)

where

S =
xD(1� xB)

(1� xD)xB
; Is = BxB(1� xB) +DxD(1� xD) (57)

HereMI is the total holdup inside the column,MD andMB are the condenser and reboiler holdups andS is
the separation factor. The first term in (56), which represents the contribution from changing the component
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holdup inside the column, dominates for columns with both products of high purity. Note that Is may be
very small in such cases resulting in very large values of �1sc.

Example 3-stage Column (continued). To illustrate the usefulness of the above methods consider the sim-
ple three stage column studied before. The following steady-state profile is obtained when zF is increased
from 0.50 to 0.51 with all flows constant:

Stage i Li Vi xi yi

Condenser 3 3:05 0:9091
Feedstage 2 4:05 3:55 0:5001 0:9091
Reboiler 1 3:55 0:1109 0:5549

From the difference between this “final” steady-state profile and the nominal profile given in Section 3 we
get using (54):

�1 =

PN+1
i=1 Mif�xi

�(FzF )� xD�D � xB�B
=

1 � 0:0091+ 1 � 0:0264 + 1 � 0:0109
0:01� 0� 0

= 4:64 min (58)

As a comparison the shortcut formula (56) with xB = 1� xD and data from Table 2 yields:

�1;sc =
MI=F

xBxD ln S
+
MD

F
+
MB

F
=

1

0:1 � 0:9 � 4:39 + 1+ 1 = 4:53 min (59)

There is an excellent agreement between these estimates of �1 and the values obtained from the nonlinear
simulations and from the eigenvalues of the state matrix. The main assumption behind the formulas used
above for estimating �1 is that all stages have the same composition response. This seems reasonable for
such a small column with a large reflux ratio, and is also confirmed by considering the time constant for
internal mixing, �xM = 1=(3:55+ 3:05) = 0:15 min, which is much less than 4.5 min, and Assumption 2
is valid.

Example Column A (continued). Similarly, the agreement is excellent for column A. Recall that the time
constant corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue was 194 minutes, and approximately this value was also
observed in the simulations. As a comparison, for small perturbations in L or V , (54) yields �1 = 193:5
min, whereas the shortcut formula (56) with xB = 1� xD and data from Table 2 yields:

�1;sc =
MI=F

xBxD lnS
+
MD

F
+
MB

F
=

39 � 0:5
0:01 � 0:99 � 9:19 + 0:5 + 0:5 = 215 min (60)

which shows good agreement. However, note that, because of nonlinearity, the observed time constant will
be much smaller if we consider large changes, e.g. see Skogestad and Morari (1987c). Again, the nonlinear
effects can be reduced by use of logarithmic compositions.

5.2 Internal flows time constant

Skogestad and Morari (1988) derived the following estimate for the time constant related to changes in
internal flows for a liquid feed

�2 � N

2 lnS

MI

LT
(61)

whereMI is total liquid holdup inside the column. For well-designed columns with� less than about 2 this
gives �2 �MI=F .

As a comparison, for column A, MI=F = 19:5 min and (61) gives �2 = 15:7 min. This compares very
well with the “second” eigenvalue of �0:083 and the observed responses in Figure 6.
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5.3 Initial response and logarithmic compositions

For control, the “initial” response, corresponding to the desired closed-loop time constant, is of primary
importance. We now want to estimate the initial composition response on a stage in response to a change
in liquid or vapor flow. For this it is sufficient to consider the “first-order” effect where we neglect the
composition chang on neighboring stages. We assume constant molar flows, and, for simplicity, we assume
constant liquid holdup, i.e. we neglect the liquid flow dynamics.

The steady-state (indicated by superscript �) component material balance on stage i, assuming Li =
Li+1 and Vi = Vi�1, is

t � 0 : Mi
dx�i
dt

= 0 = (x�i+1 � x�i )L
�

i + (y�i�1 � y�i )V
�

i (62)

Assume a step change is made in Li and Vi such that the flows for t > 0 are L�

i +�Li and V �

i +�Vi. We
have

t > 0 : Mi
dxi
dt

= (xi+1 � xi)(L
�

i +�Li) + (yi�1 � yi)(V
�

i +�Vi) (63)

Immediately following this change, we may neglect the second-order effects of the change in composition
and assume the stage compositions to be unchanged, i.e. xi = x�i , etc. Subtracting the steady-state (62)
then yields

t = 0+ : Mi
dxi
dt

= (x�i+1 � x�i )�Li + (y�i�1 � y�i )�Vi (64)

Using (62) to eliminate (y�i�1� y�i ) then yields the following expression for the initial composition change

t = 0+ :
dxi
dt

=
1

Mi
(x�i+1 � x�i )(�Li �

L�

i

V �

i

�Vi) (65)

Because of the term (x�i+1 � x�i ), the initial response, i.e. the value of dxi=dt in (65), depends strongly on
the stage location and operating point. This follows since the term x�i+1 � x�i changes strongly with the
stage location (e.g. see the left plot in Figure 2), and also with the operating point.

Now, consider a binary separation and write (65) in terms of the light component (L). Next, divide both
sides by xLixHi to get the change in logarithmic composition (recall (19) and note that xL+ xH = 1). We
omit the superscript � to simplify notation and get

t = 0+ :
dXi

dt
=

1

xLixHi

dxLi
dt

=
1

Mi

1

xHi
(
xL;i+1
xL;i

� 1)(�Li � Li
Vi

�Vi) (66)

=
1

Mi

1

xLi
(1� xH;i+1

xH;i
)(�Li � Li

Vi
�Vi) (67)

Near the bottom of the column where xHi � 1 we have (see proof below)

xL;i+1
xL;i

� VB
LB

� (68)

and it follows from (66) that dXi=dt at t = 0+ is almost constant (independent of the stage location), and
its value depends only weakly on the operating point (due to the factor VB=LB). Similarly, near the top of
the column where xLi � 1 we have 14

xH;i+1

xH;i
� VT
LT

1

�
(69)

and it follows again that dXi=dt at t = 0+ is almost constant. Proof of (68). Consider the bottom section at
the column, where the the equilibrium line is approximately linear, yLi � �xL;i. Combining this with the material
balance, Lixi+1 = Viyi +BxB , yields

xL;i+1
xL;i

=
VB
LB

�+
B

LB

xLB
xLi

(70)

14Actually, the repeated use of (68) and (69) may be used to derive the short-cut formula for S in (13)
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The second term is negligible as we go up the column, and is also small near the bottom for columns with (V=L)B >>

1, and (68) follows. (69) is derived in an analogous manner since yHi � xHi=� near the top.
In summary, we have shown that the initial response in terms of logarithmic compositions is almost

independent of the operating point. Furthermore, since neighboring stages have the same composition re-
sponse, the neglected second-order composition changes tend to cancel out, and this “prolongs” the initial
response. The practical implication is that the dynamic behavior is much less nonlinear if we use logarith-
mic compositions, and this was also confirmed in the simulations in Figure 7. This is important for control
as it implies that linear control methods may be used if we consider logarithmic compositions.

6 Control

Distillation is probably the most studied unit operation in terms of control. However, most papers use dis-
tillation as an example to study their control algorithm, and do not really consider the best way to control
a given distillation column. For example, there has been almost countless control studies using the linear
Wood and Berry (1973) column model, but these studies probably have not benefited distillation control
very much. Also, there has been a large number of control studies based on unrealistic column models,
with no flow dynamics, with no measurement and valve dynamics/delays, and using multivariable con-
trollers (e.g. decouplers) assuming the model is perfect (e.g. with no input gain uncertainty). Similarly,
distillation columns have become a popular example to test nonlinear control algorithms. However, these
studies almost never compare their performance with that which could be obtained using linear controllers
with logarithmic transforms to counteract nonlinearity.

All the examples in this section are for column A.

6.1 Myths about slow response

There are some myths about distillation control. One is based on the observation of the very large open-
loop time constants, �1, observed for high-purity columns. This has led people to believe incorrectly that
distillation columns are inherently slow and thus hard to control. However, the use of feedback changes the
dynamics (moves the poles) and the closed-loop response time may be much shorter.

A convincing example is shown in Figure 12. Here we are concerned with keeping the top composition
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Figure 12: One-point control of xD: Response to a 1% step increase (disturbance) in V . Solid line: Si-
multaneous step increase in L (“perfect operator”). Dashed line: Feedback where L is used to control xD
(PI-settings: k = 60; �I = 3:6 min)

xD constant by adjusting the refluxL. The bottom composition is not important in this case. Consider a step
increase (disturbance) in boilup V , e.g. due to a change in the steam pressure. First consider the “perfect
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Figure 13: Two-point control: Setpoint change in xD from 0.99 to 0:995 with xB constant. Solid line:
Simultaneous step increase in L and V to their new steady-state values (“perfect operator”). Dashed line:
Feedback control using the LV -configuration with PI-settings in (82).

operator”, who notices the change in V , and is able to directly set L to its new desired value in an open-loop
(feedforward) fashion. As expected this yields a rather slow settling towards the steady-state (solid line),
with a time constant of about about 194 min (�1). Next, consider the use of feedback where L is used to
control xD (one-point control; dashed line). This yields a much faster response, with a closed-loop time
constant of less than 10 minutes. The rather large difference in composition response is surprising since we
see from Figure 12(a) that there is only a minor difference in L.

A similar example, but with two-point control, where we want to make a setpoint change in the top
composition, is shown in Figure 13. Again, the perfect operator is able to directly set the reflux and boilup
to their desired values in a feed-forward fashion, and again this results in a sluggish response. However,
with feedback control (here shown using two PI controllers) we can change the dynamics, and achieve a
much faster settling towards the new steady-state.

The closed-loop simulations in Figures 12 and 13 are without measurement delay, but similar results are
obtained with a 1 minute measurement delay forxD and xB. This illustrates that the closed-loopsimulations
are realistic from a practical point of view.

6.2 The control problem

Let us here give a more clear description of the overall control problem. Consider the distillation column
in Figure 1 with a given feed.15 which has 5 manipulated inputs,

u = (L V D B VT )
T

(these are all flows), and 5 controlled outputs,

y = (xD xB MD MB p )T

(these are compositions and inventories: top composition xD, bottom composition xB, condenser holdup
MD, reboiler holdup MB , pressure p). The process has poles in or close to the origin and needs to be sta-
bilized. In addition, especially for for high-purity separations, the system is often strongly interactive as
indicated by large elements in the 5� 5 RGA-matrix. Another complication is that composition measure-
ments are often expensive, unreliable and with time delays.

15Throughout this paper we assume that the feed is given, i.e. it is a disturbance in terms of control. However, sometimes one of
the product flows,D orB, is given instead. In this caseF takes the role of a manipulated input, whereasD or B is a disturbance.
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Control configurations

In almost all cases, the distillation column is first stabilized by closing three decentralized (SISO) loops for
level and pressure, involving the outputs

y2 = (MD MB p )T

The remaining outputs are then the product compositions

y1 = (xD xB )T

The linear model of this partially controlled system (after closing the level and pressure loops involving u2
and y2) may then be written

y1 = Pu(s)u1 + Pd(s)d+ Pr(s)y2 (71)

The three SISO loops for controlling y2 usually interact weakly and may be tuned independently of each
other. However, since each level (tank) has an inlet and two outlet flows, there exists many possible choices
for u2 (and thus for u1). By convention, each choice (“configuration”) is named by the inputs u1 left for
composition control. For example, the “LV -configuration” refers to a partially controlled system with

u1 = (L V )T ; u2 = (D B VT )T

and we have in this case
Pu(s) = GLV (s)

As mentioned, the LV -configuration is good from the point of view that the effect of u1 on y1 is nearly
independent of the tuning of the level and pressure controllers (involvingy2 and u2). However, we found
that the problem of controlling y1 by u1 is often strongly interactive with large steady-state RGA-elements
in GLV .

Another common configuration is the DV -configuration with

u1 = (D V )T ; u2 = (L B VT )T

In this case, the steady-state interactions from u1 to y1 are generally much less, and Pu = GDV has small
RGA-elements. But, as discussed earlier, GDV (s) depends strongly on the tuning of the level loops, and a
slow level loop for MD may introduce unfavorable dynamics for the response from u1 to y1.

There are also many other possible configurations (choices for the two inputs in u1); with five inputs
there are 10 alternative configurations. Furthermore, one often allows for the possibility of using ratios be-
tween flows, e.g. L=D, as possible degrees of freedom in u1, and this sharply increases the number of alter-
natives. For more details the reader is referred to e.g. Shinskey (1984) and Skogestad and Morari (1987d).

Control issues

It is clear that we need to control the levels and pressure (y2) in order to stabilize the system. It also seems
reasonable that we should control both the product compositions (y1), or at least some related quality vari-
ables, because, after all, the reason for having the distillation column in the first place is to split the feed
stream into two products with different composition. However, in practice, this is often not the case. There-
fore, we need for composition control to consider three different cases:

1. Open-loop16: No composition control; the operators manully adjust the two remaining flows (u1).

2. One-point control: One composition loop is closed.

3. Two-point control: Both composition loops are closed.

16The term “open-loop”, which here refers to the composition control problem, is not quite correct since we assume there is
already a level and pressure control system in place involving u2 and y2.
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The case with no control (“open-loop”) has been common in industrial practice. This is somewhat surpris-
ing, since we have shown that without composition control, the distillation almost behaves as a large mixing
tank (with a long time constant �1), and if we leave the compositions uncontrolled, the columns will tend
to drift away and be “filled up” of light or heavy component. In conclusion, from a practical point of view,
the composition profile behaves almost like an “unstable” system. Thus, the composition profile needs to
be continuously monitored to maintain stable operation, and this puts a heavy burden on the operators.

To “stabilize” the composition profile, it is therefore recommended to close at least one composition
loop (one-point control, e.g. involving V and xB). In this case the remaining degree of freedom (e.g. L) is
adjusted manually.17

From an economic point of view, disregarding the control and measurement problems, two-pointcontrol
is the best. This follows since the optimal operating point generally corresponds to a given purity specifica-
tion. With one-point control, the operator usually “overpurifies” the uncontrolled composition. While this
makes control relatively simple, it requires extra energy usage and reduces the capacity. However, there is
an important case where one-point control often is optimal – this is when the column is operated at maximum
capacity, e.g. maximum vapor load, and there effectively is only one degree of freedom left for composition
control.

To select a good distillation control configuration, one should first consider the problem of controlling
levels and pressure (y2), and then consider the 2� 2 composition control problem (y1). Another important
issue is that one often does not want large variations in the flows (L; V; VT ; D; B) because these changes
usually cause disturbances in other parts of the plant. In particular, we often want to avoid large variations
in D and B because these often are feed streams to downstream units.

6.3 What is the best control configuration?

The main problem when selecting the “best” configuration for distillation control is that there are so many
issues to consider.

First, there is the level control problem. Clearly, if there is a large flow entering a tank, and this large
flows varies, then it is almost impossible to use a small flow for level control. In practice, this means that
we cannot useD andB for level control for columns with very large internal flows, that is, for separation of
close-boiling mixtures with � close to 1.18 This effectively rules out theLV -configuration for close-boiling
mixtures, and makes the DB-configuration attractive (because then the large flows L and V are used for
level control).

Next, there are the three different cases for the composition control problem; open-loop, one-point and
two-point. And, to make things more difficult, the ranking is very different for the three cases. We will
illustrate this below.

It then becomes clear that there is not a single “best” configuration, and this explains why there some-
times seem to be conflicting rankings given in the literature; one expert focuses on level control; another
on the feasibility for using no composition control; another on one-point control; and finally some people
(e.g. Shinskey, 1984) mostly consider two-point control. Nevertheless, good tools have been developed to
analyze the various choices, so if you know want to want, then one can probably find a good configuration
to fit your needs.

Below we introduce some useful frequency-dependent tools for analyzing the alternative configura-
tions. One important advantage with these tools, is that they are controller-independent, and the use of
time-consuming closed-loop time simulations is minimized.

6.4 Disturbance rejection using various configurations: controllability analysis

We here consider, using column A as an example, the disturbance rejection properties of four configurations,
for the three different cases for the composition control problem; open-loop, one-point and two-point.

17The DB-configuration has a pole at s = 0 (an integrator) in addition to the slow pole corresponding to the time constant �1.
With onle one loop closed, we will haveD and B constant and the composition profile will “drift away”. Therefore, we need to
close both composition loops to “stabilize” the system with the DB-configuration.

18This follows since for a liquid feed, we have Lmin � F=(�� 1), see (9).
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As disturbances we consider a 20% change in feed flow (F = 1� 0:2 [kmol/min]) and a 20% change
in feed composition (zF = 0:5� 0:1). We assume that these disturbances are sinusoids with frequency !
[rad/min], and we want to consider the effect of varying !. Thus, a frequency-analysis is needed. We will
consider the effect of these disturbances on the top composition, xD.

Scaling. To make it easier to interpret the plots we need to scale the variables. We scale the disturbances
by their maximum changes of �20%, and we scale xD such that a value of 1 (in the scaled variables) cor-
responds to an actual change in xD of �0:01 [mole fraction units], which we here regard as the largest
acceptable variation in composition. In summary, this means: If, at a given frequency !, the effect of F on
xD is 1 (in scaled variables), then a sinusoidal variation in F of 1 � 0:2 [kmol/min] will results in a sinu-
soidal variation in xD of 0:99� 0:01 [mole fraction units], which is on the borderline of what we accept.
Thus, in terms of scaled variables, we want the effect of the two disturbances (F and zF ) on xD to be less
than 1 (approximately). Note that we use a linear analysis based on the linearized model.

1. No composition control (“open-loop”)

In Figure 14 is shown the “open-loop” effect of the two disturbances on xD (more precisely, we plot jgd1j
in (72) as a function of frequency for d = zF and d = F ). The plot on the left shows the effect of a �20%
disturbance in F on the scaled xD, and the plot on the right shows the effect of a �20% disturbance in zF .
Plots are shown for the LV , DV , DB and (L=D)(V=B) configurations.
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Figure 14: Open-loop: Effect of disturbances on top composition xD
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The frequency plot for the feed rate disturbance in Figure 14a confirms our findings from the simu-
lations in Figure 9; there is no steady-state effect for the (L=D)(V=B) configuration, the LV - and DV -
configurations are identical and yield a quite large effect, and the DB-configuration is somewhat worse.
The curve for the (L=D)(V=B) configuration increases with frequency, but only reaches 0.1 (well below
1), so we conclude that the (L=D)(V=B) configuration is “self-regulating” (i.e. needs no control) with re-
spect to disturbances in F . The LV - and DV - configurations are not self-regulating for disturbances in
F , except at frequencies above 0.04 rad/min where the column dynamics “average out” the effect of high-
frequency variations. In other words, we need control at frequencies up to 0.04 rad/min, and, if we close a
feedback loop involving xD (one-point control, e.g. using the reflux L), then we need a closed-loop time
constant better than (i.e. less than) 1/0.04 = 25 min (approximately). This should be easy to achieve in
practice.

For the feed composition disturbance, see Figure 14b, there is no difference between the four configu-
rations. The reason is that we have assumed constant molar flows, so the change in zF does not affect the
flows, and is thus not detected by the level controllers. Obviously, if the assumption of constant molar flows
does not hold, then the configurations will differ. In any case, in our example, the curves for zF are close
to 10 at steady-state and cross 1 at about frequency 0.045 rad/min, that is, with one-point control of xD we
need a closed-loop response time better than 1/0.045 = 22 min (approx) to achieve satisfactory control when
there are disturbances in zF .

In conclusion, some composition control is needed to achieve acceptable disturbances rejection for this
column (as we will find for most distillation columns).

2. One-point control (perfect control of xB)

Consider the case when the second manipulated input (e.g. V for the LV -configuration) is used to control
xB. But xD is left uncontrolled, and we want to evaluate the effect (denoted pd1) of the two disturbances
on xD in this case. As an example, consider the effect of a disturbance d using the LV -configuration. The
linear model in terms of deviation variables is19

xD = g11L+ g12V + gd1d (72)

xB = g21L+ g22V + gd2d (73)

For simplicity (to avoid the effect of the tuning) we assume that xD is perfectly controlled using V . Thus,
set xB = 0 in (73) and solve for V , and substitute the results into (72) to get

xD =
�
g11 � g12g

�1
22 g21

�
| {z }

pu1

L+
�
gd1 � g12g

�1
22 gd2

�
| {z }

pd1

d (74)

Thus, by controllingxB, the effect of a disturbanced on xD has changed from gd1 to pd1 = gd1�g12g�122 gd2.
In Figure 15 we show the effect of the two disturbances on xD with one-point control (more precisely,

we plot jpd1j as a function of frequency for the four configurations). The results are quite interesting. Let us
take the least interesting first; with the DV - and DB-configurations, we are now keeping D constant, so,
as expected, the disturbances still have a large effect on xD, especially at low frequencies. Thus, we need
to close also the loop involving xD and D to achieve acceptable control for these configurations.

Next, consider the LV -configuration. We see that with xB controlled, the effect of both disturbances
are drastically reduced, and especially the effect of zF . The reason is that the two product compositions are
strongly coupled, so by controlling one of them, we effectively control the other. In fact, the effect of zF
ob xD is less than 1 at all frequencies, so we have “self-regulation”. The effect of F is slightly above 1 at
low frequencies. However, if we measure F and implement a “feed-forward controller” by using the ratio
L=F , then we should also achieve “self-regulation” for F . In summary, for this example we may achieve
acceptable control of both products, by using one-point control of xB and keeping L=F constant.

19In (72) xD is really dxD etc., but we have omitted the differential symbol to simplify notation
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For the (L=D)(V=B) configuration, we still have “self-regulation” with respect to F , and the effect the
disturbance in zF is significantly reduced. Nevertheless, it remains above 1 at low frequencies, and since
a feed-forward controller based on measuring zF may be rather costly and difficult to implement, we need
to use feedback control also of xD.

In conclusion, for one-point control theLV -configuration is the probably the best choice. It is also very
simple to implement, and this explains the popularity of this scheme in industry for one-point control.

3. Two-point control (CLDG)

With two-point control both compositions are controlled, so the effect of disturbances will be small at low
frequencies. However, the often severe interactions (caused by nonzero values of g12 and g21), may make
two-point control difficult and thus result in poor dynamic performance. Let us assume that two single-loop
(decentralized) controllers are to be used to control the compositions, e.g. with the LV -configuration we
typically use one PI-controller to control xD usingL, and another PI-controller to control xB using V . The
question is: How fast must these controllers be tuned to achieve acceptable control? This can be answered
by plotting the closed-loop disturbance gain (CLDG) which gives the effective disturbance effect caused
by interactions.

To derive the expression for the CLDG, we need a little control theory. LetG denote the 2�2 plant for
the effect of the inputs u (e.g. L and V ) on the product compositions y (xD and xB), and let Gd denote the
effect of the disturbances d (F and zF ). In terms of deviation variables we then have the transfer function
model

y = Gu+ Gdd (75)

Now, let ~G denote the diagonal elements in G, and let

E = (G� ~G) ~G�1 (76)

represent the relative interactions (which we obviously want small). The closed-loop response with the
two-composition loops closed is given by

y = SGd; S = (I + GK)�1 (77)

where K is the diagonal composition controller (it is diagonal since we assume decentralized control) and
S is the sensitivity function (it is not diagonal). The corresponding closed-loop response if we neglected
interactions in G would be

~y = ~SGd; ~S = (I + ~GK)�1 (78)

Actually, ~S (which is diagonal) is the closed-loop response of the loops when considered one-by-one. It is
relatively easy to show that the following relationship between S and ~S holds (e.g. Skogestad and Postleth-
waite, 1997)

S = ~S
�
I +E(I � ~S)

�
�1

(79)

Now, assume that g11 6= 0 and g22 6= 0, and that the controllers have integral action, and consider the low
frequencies where we have tight control and thus ~S � 0. At these frequencies we then get

S � ~S (I +E)�1 = ~S ~GG�1 (80)

where � = ~GG�1 is the performance RGA (PRGA) which has elements ij . The PRGA has the same diag-
onal elements as the RGA, but different off-diagonal elements. The PRGA gives the effect of interactions on
closed-loop performance with decentralized control. Combining (77) and (80) then gives the closed-loop
disturbance response at lower frequencies

y � ~S ~Gdd; ~Gd = ~GG�1Gd (81)

where ~Gd is the matrix of closed-loop disturbance gains (CLDG). By comparing (78) and (81), we see that
Gd gives the effect of the disturbances when the interactions are neglected, whereas the CLDG ( ~Gd) gives
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the effect of the disturbances for decentralized control when interactions are taken into account. More pre-
cisely, from (81) we need 1=j~sij = j1 + Lij to be larger than j~gdj to achieve acceptable performance, i.e.
jyij � 1. Here Li = giiki is the loop gain in loop i. At lower frequencies where jLij is large, we must then
require jLij > j~gdj. Similarly, for setpoints changes of unit magnitude, we want jLij to be larger than the
the PRGA’s jijj (at least at frequencies where we want to track the setpoints).

We can therefore, from frequency-dependent plots of ~Gd (CLDG) and � (PRGA) for each output, tell
how fast the controller in this loop (involving the output in question) must be to achieve acceptable closed-
loop performance. (This ends the control theory part.)
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Figure 16: Two-point decentralized control (CLDG): Effect of disturbances on product compositions

Now, consider Figures 16a-b which show the effects on xD of disturbances in F and zF , with decen-
tralized control (more precisely, the plot shows the CLDG, j~gd1j, as a function of frequency).

For the LV -configuration the interactions strongly amplify the effect of F whereas they reduce the ef-
fect of zF (compare Figure 16 with Figure 14). For the disturbance in F , we see from the curve LV in
Figure 16a, that its effect, j~gd1j, is larger than 1 up to about 0.2 [rad/min]. This means that, to achieve ac-
ceptable control, we need the top composition loop (when evaluated alone) to be effective up to about 0.2
[rad/min], i.e., we need the closed-loop response time for the loop involving L and xD to be better than
1=0:2 = 5 min (approximately). A similar analysis, based on the CLDG for xB (Figure 16c-d) shows that
we need the closed-loop response time for the bottom composition loop to better than 1=0:3 = 3:3 min (ap-
proximately). In summary, it is possible to achieve acceptable two-point control with theLV -configuration,
but it requires fast control in both composition loops in order to reject disturbances in F .
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Figure 17: Loop gains Li = giiki, CLDG’s ~gd, and PRGA’s ij for LV -configuration.

To check the validity of this conclusion for theLV -configuration we use two single-loop PI controllers:

k1(s) = 26:1
1+ 3:76s

3:76s
(xD � L loop); k2(s) = �37:51 + 3:31s

3:31s
(xB � V loop) (82)

The loop gains, jLij = jgiikij, with these controllers are larger than the closed-loop disturbance gains, j~gdj,
at frequencies up to crossover, see Figure 17 (note that the gain is slightly higher for the bottom composition
controller as required by the CLDG-analysis). Closed-loop simulations with these controllers are shown in
Figure 18.20 The simulations confirm that the disturbance in F is more easily rejected than the disturbance
in zF . They also confirm that zF has a smaller effect on xD then on xB. In general, we find an excellent
agreement between a CLDG-analysis which requires no controller tuning, and the simulated closed-loop
performance with decentralized control.

The CLDG-plot for the other configurations in Figure 16 show that we do not need as fast control to get
acceptable performance as for the LV -configuration. In particular, the (L=D)(V=B)-configuration per-
forms well. However, recall that this assumes that the levels are tightly controlled.

6.5 Conclusion configurations

The following conclusion is from Skogestad et al. (1990b). The arguments mainly refer to composition
control, although comments on level control are included. For “simple” control problems, with �LV11 (0)
less than about 5, the LV -configuration is usually recommended.

Thus, the arguments below regarding two-point control refer to columns which are “difficult ” to control
with the conventional LV -configuration, that is, with �LV11 (0) > 10 (approximately).

LV -configuration. A good choice for one-point control. It is usually not recommended for two-point
control for cases where �LV11 (0) > 10 because of sensitivity to disturbances and strong interactions between
control loops. In particular, the LV -configuration performs poorly with large dead-times. However, if it
possible to achieve fast control, e.g. by controlling instead two temperatures inside the column, then the
LV -configuration may still be a viable option.

DV -configuration. One-point control: D must be used for automatic control (not in manual). May
be better than LV for columns with large reflux because top level control is simpler. Two-point control:
Works relatively poor when bottom product is not purer than top, but is better when bottom product is pure.
Disadvantages: 1) Performance may change depending on operating conditions , 2) Poor performance if
failure leeds to D constant (for example, if the top measurement fails).

20We did not use logarithmic compositions as controller inputs in these simulations, although this is generally recommended.
This is especially the case if we want to make large setpoint changes, say between 99% and 99.9% which would change the initial
process gain by a factor 10 unless we used logarithmic compositions, recall (66).
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Figure 18: Closed-loop simulations with LV -configuration using PI-tunings from (82). Includes 1 min
measurement delay for xD and xB . t = 10: F increases from 1 to 1.2; t = 100: zF increases from 0.5 to
0.6; t = 200: Setpoint in xD increases from 0.99 to 0.995.

DB-configuration. Unacceptable performance if used for one-point control. Two-point control: Good
control quality, in particular for columns with high purity and/or large reflux. Simple to implement. Level
control also favors this configuration for columns with large reflux. The main disadvantage is that it lacks
integrity; performance is very poor if failure gives D or B constant. In particular, one can not put one of
the loops in manual.

(L=D)(V=B)-configuration. This is a good overall choice for all modes of operation. The main dis-
advantage is the need for measurements of all flows L, D, B and V which makes it more failure sensitive
and more difficult to implement, and the need for tight level control.

(L=D)V -configuration. Behaves somewhere between LV and (L=D)(V=B).
In summary, two-point distillation control is probably not as difficult as many people believe. After all,

the liquid flow dynamics decouple the two column ends at high frequency, so if sufficient effort is put into
making the quality loops fast (e.g. by using temperature measurements with an outer composition cascade),
then it should be possible to achieve good control in most cases. Finally, logarithmic compositions (or the
similar logarithmic transformations on the temperatures, see (17)), should be used to counteract the effect
of nonlinearity.

6.6 5� 5 control

From a theoretical point of view it is clear that the “optimal” controller should use all available informa-
tion (measurements of outputs and disturbances, plant model, expected model uncertainty, expected distur-
bances, known future reference changes, given constraints, etc.) to manipulate all 5 inputs (but avoiding
large changes) to keep all 5 outputs close to their desired setpoints. Something close to this “optimal 5� 5
controller” can be realized using model predictive control (MPC). In addition to achieving better control
performance, one then avoids the issue of selecting a control configuration, and the need to design special
systems to handle input saturation (constraints) etc.

In fact, Lundström and Skogestad (1995) found in a simulation study that very good control, even when
model uncertainty taken into account, could be achieved using MPC. However, so far no industrial imple-
mentations of 5�5 or even 4�4MPC have been reported. The reason is the cost of obtaining the dynamic
5 � 5 model and tuning the controller, which must be traded off against the improvements in control per-
formance. Also, most of the industrial implementations of MPC today use a model based on on-line iden-
tification, whereas it probably is better, due to the strong interactions in the distillation models which may
be difficult to identify, to use a first-principle model.
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7 Effect on control of column design

How should the column be designed to make feedback control easier?21 In terms of composition control,
the best is probably to add extra stages. This has two potential advantages:

1. It makes it possible to overpurify the products with only a minor penalty in terms of energy cost;
recall the expression for Vmin in (12) which is independent of the purity. The control will then be
less sensitive to disturbances.

2. If we do not overpurify the products, then with “too many” stages a pinch zone will develop around
the feed stage. This pinch zone will effectively stop composition changes to spread between the top
and bottom part of the column, and will therefore lead to a decoupling of the two column ends, which
is good for control.

In may columns, the disturbances have a fast effect, and we need fast control to counteract them. It is rec-
ommended to install at least three temperature sensors in each column section. This makes it possible to
correct for pressure changes and to use cascade control based on fast temperature measurements or to use the
temperatures for estimating the product compositions. Furthermore, the reflux system and reboiler should
be designed such that t is possible to make fast changes in the reflux L and boilup V .

What about trayed versus packed columns? A packed column usually has a factor of two or smaller
liquid holdup. This is in itself a disadvantage since disturbances will have a faster effect, and we can toler-
ate less delays in the measurements and in the manipulated inputs (valves). On the other hand, in a packed
column the decoupling effect of the liquid flow dynamics is more significant, because there is no “dead
volume” below the weir as in a tray column, and this will be an advantage with two-point control. Further-
more, in a packed column, the parameter �, representing the initial effect of an increase in vapor flow on
liquid flows, is close to zero. This is an advantage compared to a trayed column where we may have � > 1,
resulting in an undesirable inverse response behavior.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented some important topics for the dynamics and control of distillation columns,
including a treatment of the steady-state operation. The issues covered include the separation factor, loga-
rithmic compositions, external flows, internal flows, initial composition response, dominant time constant,
gain matrix for various configurations, linearization, mass flows, disturbances, myths about slow control,
one-point and two-point control, controllability analysis using the RGA and CLDG, selection of control
configurations, and 5�5 control. The treatment has been mainly through examples, and it is hoped that the
reader can develop insight and intuition, which is needed for applying the results in practice and for reading
the literature in more detail.

Appendix. State-state gain expressions

It has been mentioned that the separation factor can be assumed constant when considering the effect of changes in
external flows. Here we consider this in more detail, and derive simplified gain expressions for small changes in
external and internal flows.

The separation factor and the steady-state material balance written in terms of the light component for a binary
separation is

S =
(xL=xH)top
(xL=xH)btm

=
xD(1� xB)

(1� xD)xB
(83)

DxD + (F �D)xB = FzF (84)

With a given feed (FzF given) and with S and D given, this gives a second order equation for xD and xB (Shinskey,
1984).

21We are not here considering the steady-state operability which, for example, involves the ability to run the column at smaller
or higher loads.
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Example. Column A. Consider a column with zF=0.5, xD = 0:99, xB = 0:01 (all these refer to the mole fraction
of light component) and D = B = 0:5 [kmol/min]. We have S = (0:99 � 0:99)=(0:01 � 0:01) = 9801. Now consider
a 20% increase in the distillate D from 0.50 to 0.6 [kmol/min]. With D=0.6 and FzF = 0:5, (83) and (84) can be
solved to obtain

xD = 0:8330 and xB = 0:00051

To check the estimate obtained by assuming S constant, we can compute the exact composition for column A. With
D = 0:5 we find that xD = 0:99 and xB = 0:01 are obtained withL = 2:706. We then keep L fixed and increase D
to 0.6. This gives

xD = 0:8324 and xB = 0:00134

so S has actually decreased from 9801 to 3687. Thus, the assumption of constant S was not really valid in this case.
A more careful analysis shows that the assumption of S constant for changes in the external flows holds best as

long as both products remain relative pure, e.g. see (85). This is confirmed by considering a small (and more realistic)
increase inD from 0.5 to 0.505. By assuming S constant we find that xD changes from 0.99 to 0.98399 and xB from
0.01 to 0.00623. For ”column A” this is almost the same as the exact values of 0.98402 and 0.00612 (i.e., we have a
small increase in S from 9801 to 9872).

To analyze the difference between external and internal flows, we differentiate (83) and (84) assuming FzF con-
stant. This yields the following exact expressions for the changes in the logarithmic compositions (binary separation)

dXD =
1

(1� xD)xD
dxD =

�(xD � xB)dD +BxB(1� xB)d lnS

Is
(85)

dXB =
1

(1� xB)xB
dxB =

�(xD � xB)dD �DxD(1� xD)d lnS

Is
(86)

where the ”impurity sum” is defined as

Is = BxB(1� xB) +DxD(1� xD) (87)

First consider changes in external flows, i.e. changes in D and B, for which the second term on the right hand
side in (85) and (86), involving changes in S, usually can be neglected. We get in terms of logarithmic compositions

@XD

@D
�

@XB

@D
� �

xD � xB
Is

(88)

(These logarithmic gains change with the operating point, but note that the changes are even larger if we do not use
logarithmic compositions.) Next consider, changes in internal flows, for which dD = 0 so only the second term
involving changes in S remains. We get in terms of logarithmic compositions

�
@XD

@L

�
D

=
BxB(1� xB)

Is

�
@ lnS

@L

�
D

(89)

�
@XB

@L

�
D

= �
DxD(1� xD)

Is

�
@ lnS

@L

�
D

(90)

where from the short-cut model (15) we have�
@ lnS

@L

�
D

�
N

2

1

L

qFF

L + qFF
+
N

2

1

V

(1� qFF )

V + (1� qF )F
(91)

To compare the effect of changes in internal and external flows, we consider the effects of a unit flow change in
D and L on jXDj+ jXBj, and take the ratio (denoted ). We get from (88)–(90)

 = 2
xD � xB

Is

1�
@ lnS
@L

�
D

(92)

 also gives an estimate of the condition number of the steady-state gain matrix of the plant (the ratio between the
largest and smallest effect of flow changes). For example, for column A we get from (91)

xD � xB = 0:98; Is = 0:0099;

�
@ lnS

@L

�
D

�
20

2:706 � 3:706
= 1:99 )  = 92:27

As a comparison, the exact value is
�
@ ln S
@L

�
D
= 2:76 which gives  = 71:7.
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